Question 7: Diagnose which lanes contain Duchenne's Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) patients.

- Lane 2
- Lane 3
- Lane 4
- Lane 5
- Lane 6

Drop down box options

Question 8: Diagnose which lanes contain Becker's Muscular Dystrophy (BMD) patients. You can select more than one answer.

- Lane 2
- Lane 3
- Lane 4
- Lane 5
- Lane 6

Multiple choice options

Feedback to aid student learning:
This is partially incorrect, as WB1 results has bands with both varying intensity and size which is what one would expect for both types of Muscular Dystrophy.

Question 9: Please note you are now able to switch between 3 different Western Blot results (use the Previous and Next buttons). Answer the following questions:

- Which HDs have problems with protein transfer? (Select all that apply)
  - 1 only
  - 1, 2 and 3
  - 2 only
  - 2 and 3 only
  - 3 only